The single key solution designed to increase profits.

**CUSTOMER SERVICE**  Empower employees to better serve customers with single key access, reducing wait times in receiving merchandise.

**IN-STORE VISIBILITY**  Monitor, understand and manage associate interactions through software analytics. Know who did what, where and when.

**BEST-IN-CLASS SECURITY**  Assign a unique code per store, 12 hour time-out feature for greater protection, and ability to create zones and audit employee use.
OneKEY enables the exclusive INVUE OneKEY ecosystem

A security and merchandising ecosystem designed to increase sales and decrease theft.

**Merchandising**
OneKEY transfers power and data to a wide range of security products that provide best-in-class protection for high theft merchandise.

**mPOS**
OneKEY facilitates tablets used for business — best in class mobile POS and kiosk solutions.
› Easy to use mobile point of sales solutions that improve customer service

**Security**
OneKEY facilitates managing which departments in the store your associates can access, decreasing internal theft.
› Assigns a unique code and has a timeout function for greater security

**Analytics**
OneKEY enables insightful software analytics for better decision making.
› Manage employee access to the entire store, specific departments or even particular displays
› Data collection from OneKEY provides a view of all associates’ activity
› Know when merchandise, cabinets and display security devices are being accessed, by whom, and where
› Data collection stored in the cloud can be accessed anywhere, anytime
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